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Introduction

Let Biy i —1,2, • • • , & , be ^-sphere bundles over g-spheres (p,

It is understood that each Bt also denotes the total space of the bundle

and has the oriented differentiable structure induced from those of the

fibre and the base space. We denote the connected sum of Biy i = I, 2, • • - ,

k, by %%=iBi. The necessary and sufficient conditions for such two connect-

ed sums of sphere bundles over spheres to be homotopy equivalent were

given in [5] and [6]. In [5], we treated with the case that every

bundle admits a cross-section, and in [6], we discussed the general case.

As special cases of [5], in the preceding paper [22], we classified

the connected sums of ^-sphere bundles over g-spheres which admit cross-

sections for (p, q) = (n, rc + 1) (n^2) , (n — 1, ra + 1) (?z^4), and (n — 2,

7Z + 1) (w^>6), and the results were applied to classify certain manifolds

with sufficient connectedness. In this paper, by applying [6], we com-

pletely classify the connected sums of ^-sphere bundles over ^-spheres

which do not necessarily have cross-sections up to homotopy equivalence

for (p9q) = (n-lyn + l) <X>4) and (n-2,n + l) (rcS>6).

Let (p,q) = (n-I,n + I) (n^4) or (n-2, n + V) (^6). A con-

nected sum fjLiBi is called of type O if each Bt admits a cross-section,

of type I if any Bt admits no cross-section, and of type (O-j-I) if there

exist Bi admitting a cross-section and Bj admiting no cross-section. These

definitions coincide with those defined in [3] and [4] using S% and Adem's

secondary cohomology operation. Hence, the types are homotopically in-

variant. Furthermore, if s bundles admit cross-sections and t bundles
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admit no cross-sections (s-\-t = k) in {Bii i = 1, 2, • • - , &}, then 5, t are

homotopy invariants of JjLi-Bj (see Lemma 1.5).

Since the connected sums of type O have been completely classified

up to homotopy equivalence in [22], we classify the connected sums of

type I, type (O + I) up to homotopy equivalence in this paper. In other

sense, our classifications supplement those of [3] and [4] where the

manifolds of type I or type (O + I) were not always completely classified

up to diffeomorphism mod Om.

In Section 1, we study the classification theorem obtained in [6],

freely for the orientation, and represent it by an isomorphism which pre-

serves certain invariants, a pairing, a quadratic form, and a homomorphism.

In Section 2—Section 5, we perform certain homotopy theoretical calcula-

tions which are needed for our purpose. Our main results classifying

the connected sums of type I, type (O + I) up to homotopy equivalence

are given in Section 6 and Section 7.

I am grateful to Professor H. Toda for the useful conversation

with him and I am most thankful to Professor Y. Nomura for his kind

helpful advices.

§ 1. Classification Theorems

Let B be a ^-sphere bundle over the ^-sphere with the oriented

differentiable structure induced from those of the fibre Sp and the base

space Sq. We denote the characteristic element of B by a (B) . Let p:

Rp+l-*Rp+l be the map defined by p(xl9 • • - , xp, xp+l) = (xly • • - , JCP, — xp+l).

p is considered as an element of Op+1. Let p: SOp+i—>SOP+1 be the map

defined by p(r)=PTP, and let p*: 7Tg_i (SOp+i)-»7rq_i (SOp+i) be the auto-

morphism induced from p. It is easily seen that if we change the orien-

tation of the total manifold B by exchange of the orientation of Sp,

then it is the total space of the bundle with the characteristic element

a (B) = p* (a (B)). We express this fact simply by a( — B)=a(B).

Since p is identical on the subspace .RpxO, we have p#°i# = i#, where

i*'. 7tq-i(SOp)-+ftq-i(SOp+i) is induced from the inclusion map. Hence, if

A is a ^-sphere bundle over the g-sphere which admits a cross-section,

then a( — A)=a(A). Thus, there is an orientation preserving diffeo-
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morphism between A. and — A. Let At, i — 1,2, • • • ,£ , ^-sphere bundles

over g-spheres which admit cross-sections. Then, similarly there is an

orientation preserving diffeomorphism between jfjLi A$ and — (f *=1 AI) .

Let it*: nq-i (5OP+1) —»7Tg_i (Sp) be the homomorphism induced from

the projection TC; SOP+1->SP = SOP+1/SOP. For any element fC^7tq-1(SOp+i),

let Jc = p°ic = p#(ic). For any element a)e7Tg_i(5p), we have the homo-

morphisms

ti>* J i*
Tr^^GS'-1) -^KP+,_1(S') < ^.,(50,) -^...(SCVO,

where a)* is defined by the composition with a) and J^ is the J-homo-

morphism. Let G(co) = £* (J"1 (Im &)*) ) . (James-Whitehead [9]).

Lemma 1.1. For any element

— K* (/O, if P is odd and
(i) , .

if p is even ,

(ii)

Let ep+1= (0, - - - , 0 , 1) ^Rp+1. Then, for any

— p(it(x)ep+l} = — p((7tofc)(x)') = —((Oo7ro/c)(x). Hence, it°K, = ro( — CP)OTTO/C,

where r is the antipodal map and cp is the orientation generator of

7Tp(j5p). Thus, we have

{
/ f \ T* f/- ^^ JJ\^ — Cp)°n°K {p : OQQJ

7To/c (/? : even) .

Since every element of nq-1(S
p) is a suspension element if 2^>g, we

have (i). (ii) is known from the above fact and by Lemma 1. 1 of [9].

Let Biy B'i9 i = l,2, "-9k9 be ^-sphere bundles over ^-spheres

>1) and let W=^=lBt, W = ̂ £1, where B*B\ denote the associated

(p+l)-disk bundles. Let (H; 0, a), (H'\ $',a') be the invariants of

W, Wf respectively defined in [20]. Those are determined from dW=

$LiBi, dW' = %LiB'i respectively if p^q-1, q (Cf. [6]). Let a = p*°a,

s = 7t*°a, and s=7t*°a. Then, G(B(X) ) =G(e (x) ) for any x^H by

Lemma 1.1. Define a', e7, and e7 similarly for W. A basis {ifi, • • • ,
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wfc} of H is called admissible if 0 (wi9 Wj) = 0 for all i, j (i=£j) . If we

exchange the orientation of W, then the invariants 0, a, and £ are re-

placed by — 0, #, and £ respectively. Hence, by Theorem 4 of [6],

we have

Theorem 1.2. Le£ <?/2<C£<<? — 1- Then, the connected sums

tjLijBi, tt{Li-Bf are homotopy equivalent if and only if there exist the

admissible bases {t^i, • • • , zt>fc} o/~ -H" a^<^ {"^i, • • • , ^fc} Q/" H' "which

satisfy the folio-wing (i) , (ii) -where it is permitted to replace (a, e)

or (a', £') &y (a, e) or (a', £') :

(i)

(ii)

In some special cases, we can mention Theorem 1. 2 without using

admissible bases. Let (p, q) — (n — 1, w-f-1) , ^^4, or (p, q) = (n — 2,

w + 1), w^6. Then, 7rg_!(5p) ^TTgCS2'"1) ^Z2 and 7Tg_1(5p) has the gene-

rator

»-i if (P9q) = (n-l9

Here, ^_i denotes the (n — 3) -fold suspension of ^2 which is the generator

of 7tz(S
2) =Z represented by the Hopf map, and ^n-2 = <37n-20Vn-i-

Let j f f : H-^-iCSOp+O/GCo)) be the map defined by /9(^) =(f>a(x) ,

where 0: nq-i (SOP+1) — >7r?_1 (SOp+i)/G(co) is the canonical projection. $

is a quadratic form with the associated bilinear form 0o9o0, where 9:

7Tg(S
p+1) — >7Tg_1 (iSOp+i) is the boundary homomorphism, since

Of- O+ y) = a (x) + a (y) + 9o0 (x, y)

by Wall [20]. Let H0 be a subgroup of H such that 0\H0xHQ = Oy

and let ft: H^-^K^ (SOP+1)/G(0) be the map defined by ft(:r) = {a (a:)},

the coset of a (x) . Then, ft is a homomorphism since 0 is trivial on H0.

Similarly define /?, ^50 for **•

We define the invariant ft' similarly for W = \t=^B( and ft when

given a subgroup JfJ of H' such that $' H'xH' = Q. We also have
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for a!.

Theorem 1. 3. Let (J>, q) = (n — 1, 72 + 1) , ri^A, or (p, q) = (72 — 2,

n~^>6. Then, the connected sums fjLiBi, \\=\B\ have the same

oriented homotopy type if and only if there exists an isomorphism

hi H—*H' satisfying the following conditions:

(i) <t> = <t>'o(hxh-)

(ii) /9 = /9'oA

(iii) If rank <j)<^k, there is a direct sum decomposition H—HQ

-f HI orthogonal -with respect to $ such that $ is trivial on HQ, the

rank of (pl^xHi is maximal, and $Q — $Q°h, where H^=h{H^).

If we omit "oriented", (#, &) or ($', i&o) may be replaced by

03, £0) or (/?', /?0') respectively.

Proof. Let $$=1Bi, f*=1.B£ have the same oriented homotopy type.

Then, there exist admissible bases {wly • • • , wk} of H, {w'ly • • - , w'k} of H '

satisfying (i), (ii) of Theorem 1. 2. By the definition, (^(w^ Wj) — (j)'(wi, w'j)

= 0 if i=^=j, and by Theorem 1 of [20], (/)(wi,wi)=E£(wi}—E£f(w/
i)

= $'(w'i, iv i). Hence, we have an isomorphism h: H-^H/ which satisfies

(i) by defining h(wt) =w'i for i = 1, 2, • - - , k. By (ii) of Theorem 1.2,

/9(w<) =/?'(«>;), z = l, 2, •-.,*, since e(w f) =£'(^0 =0 or o> and G(0) C

G(ft)). jff, jS' are quadratic forms with the associated bilinear forms 0o9o09

000*00' respectively. Therefore, we know (ii) by (i) .

Let rank (j)<^k. We may assume that £ (jvi) =£ /(t«;J) =0 for KIz'-^Cs

(1^5^*) and £(^0 =£'(Te;I) =a) for 5 + l^z^. Let HQ, H, be the

subgroups of H generated by {wi9 • • • , ws}, {ws+i, •-•, wk} respectively.

Then, by (ii) of Theorem 1. 2, (iii) is clear since /?0, /?o are homomor-

phisms.

Conversely, assume (i) , (ii) , and (iii). 0: Hx H->Z2 = 7tq(S
p+1) has

a unique representation to a diagonal matrix

\o
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since originally H has an admissible basis, where £ = rank0, s-rt — k.

Let (zvly •", ws, ws+i, • • • , wk} be the basis of H which gives the above

representation of 0. Here, we may assume that {wi, • • • , ws}, {w«+i, • • - ,

wk} genetate H0, HI respectively. In fact, since H0, HI are orthogonal

with respect to 0, the representations of ( f > \ H 0 x H 0 , $\HiXHi give the

representation of (p. By Lemma 1. 1 of [3], $\HiXHi must be repre-

sented by a (tX £)-matrix

since its rank is maximal. Let {wg+i, • • - , wfc} be the basis of HI which

gives such representation of (fil^xHi and let {wly • • • , w«} be any basis

of HQ. Then, {wly • • • , w,, iVs+i, • • • , Wk} give the above representation of

0.

Let w'i = h (w^ , z = l, 2, • • • ,^ . {wi, • • • , wi} is an admissible basis of

H' by (i) and {w{, • • - , wj}, {twi+i, • • - , wi} generate H^=h(H^9 H( =

h(H1) respectively. Since Ee(wt) = $(wi, wt) —^ (w'i, wj) = £e7 (wj) ,

we have

0

By (iii), {a(wO} - {a7(wO} ^ 71^(30^/0(0) for z = l, 2, —, 5, and by

(ii), {a(wi)} = {a/(^} in 71:^(30^/0(0)) f or z = 5 + 1, ••- ,*. Hence,

{a («;,)} = {«'(«<)} in 7re_1(50p+1)/G(£(^))-7rg_1(50^1)/G(s/(^0)

for z = l, 2, • • • , & . Thus, there exists an orientation preserving homotopy

equivalence between ffjLi-B* and |*=i5j by Theorem 1. 2.

This completes the proof.

Remark. Let jtjLiJBj, l?=i^ have the same oriented homotopy type.

In the above proof of the necessity, we may adopt arbitrary admissible

basis {wi, •°-,wk} of H by Assertion 4 in Section 4 of [6].

In Theorem 1. 3, it may happen that G(cd) = {0} for some values

of TZ. In this case, /?, $' coincide with tf, #' respectively. Therefore,

Theorem 1. 3 induces that if \\=<J$i has the oriented homotopy type of
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jt*=i-B«, then (H; 0, a) , (Hf ; $',&') are isomorphic, and hence \LiBt

is orientation preservingly diffeomorphic to IjjLi-Bj by Theorem 2 of [20],

Thus, we have

Corollary 1.4. Under the condition of Theorem 1.3, if G(co)

= {0}, the following' three are equivalent'.

(i) \\=\Bi is homotopy equivalent to \\=1B[.

(ii) \LiBi is diffeomorphic to \\=J$'i.

(iii) %i=iBi is diffeomorphic to #JU-B«.

Remark. In the above, it is easily seen from Theorem 1. 3 that

if all Bt, BI admit cross-sections then the condition G(a>) = {0} can be

replaced by G(0)={0}. If J: Kq-i(SOp+1) -*KP+q(S
p+1) is monomorphic,

then G(0) -{0}.

We have defined the type of %i=1Bi in the introduction. We have

Lemma 1.5. Let (p, q) = (n — 1, w + l), ?z^4? or (n — 2,

n^>6. The type of a connected sum ^=1Bi is homotopically invariant.

Furthermore, if s bundles admit cross-sections and t bundles admit

no cross- sections (sjrt = k) in {Bi\ i = \9 2, • • - , & } , then s, t are homo-

topy invariants of fjLiJ34.

Proof. Let W— \k
i=iBi and let (H; 0, a) be the invariant system.

Let {wi, • • • , ^e;fc} be the basis of H represented by zero cross-sections of

Bt, z" = l, 2, • • - , & . Then, Bt admits a cross-section if and only if (^(w^

Wt) —Q since <f>(wt, wt) = En^a(wi) — En^a(B{) . So, there exists a

representation of 0: Hx H—>Z2^7i:q(S
p+1) by a matrix

0

\ o

under a suitable admissible basis. Since £ = rank0, s = k—t, the numbers
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s, t are independent of the choice of the admissible basis. By Proposi-

tion 1 of [6], 0 is a homotopy invariant of dW—\\=lBi. In fact, 0 is

isomorphic to a certain bilinear map defined by using S\ or Adem's secon-

dary cohomology operation. (See Theorem 8.3 of [3] or p. 730 of [4],

but be careful of symbols.) Hence, the numbers 5, t are homotopy

invariant.

To classify the connected sums of ^-sphere bundles over g-spheres

up to homotopy equivalence for such values of (p, q) as above, we must

compute G^-O (^^4) and G(^_2) (??2>6) . The following Section

2-Section 5 are devoted for the computation.

§2. Some Lemmas In the Case n = &j (/>0)

In this section, we investigate the homotopy groups of rotation groups

and certain relations with the homotopy groups of spheres in order to

calculate G(^n_i), G(^|_2) when n — 8j 0/^>0). We have the following

Diagram 1, which is commutative and will be used to calculate G^-i),

G(^_2) (n = 8j, j>0) in Section 4, 5 respectively. In the diagram, J(i) :

7rn(SOn+2-i)->7C2n+2-i(S
n+2~1'\ z = 0, 1, • • • , 5, denote J-homomorphisms and the

horizontal maps between the homotopy groups of spheres are the suspen-

sion homomorphisms, which we denote by EM, z" = l, 2, '",5, or simply

by E if there is no confusion. Those maps between the homotopy groups

of rotation groups are the homomorphisms induced from inclusions, which

we denote simply by i* if there is no confusion.

The homotopy groups of rotation groups are known by [11], that

is, we have the sequence

which is exact and splits if z"<^4, j^>2 or z'<^l, j = 1, where m is suffi-

ciently large, and the homotopy groups of Stiefel manifolds are known

by [15].

Let j>l. Since 7T8-7-+1(Fm(TO_8y+4) =0, n8j(SO8j-4) is isomorphic to

7Z8j(SOm} = Z2. So, 7l8j(SO8j-^) has the unique non-zero element z. Let uz,

vs, w2, x2, and y be the elements of K8j(SO8j-i) according as z"=— 1, 0,
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1,2,3 which correspond with z under the homomorphism 7C8j (SO8J-4) — >

7C8j(SO8j-i) induced from the inclusion. Other generators and the corre-

spondence are known from those of n8j+1(Vmim-8j+i) (Cf. [15]). We de-

note such generators by uly {v^ v2} , Wi, and Xi according as z= — 1, 0, 1, 2.

In the diagram, generators correspond horizontally. Those which have

no corresponding generators go to zero elements.

Let .7 = 1. Then, by [17] and [18], we know the following table:

7T8(SO8) 7T8(5O9) 7T8(SO1Q)

ft

The correspondence of generators is represented in a similar way except

the indicated one. zj* is the homomorphism induced from the inclusion

ip'q: SOp->SOq. ft, f are the generators of 7T8(SO6) =K8(S
5) =Z,-}-Z8 cor-

responding to those of 7T8(5
5) by the isomorphism induced from the pro-

jection. p: S7— »SO7 and (f: S7->SO8 are defined by p (c) cf = c-cf -c

for c^S7, c'<^SQClS7 and by <f(c)c' = c-c' for c,c'(=S7 respectively,

where c, c' are Cayley numbers. For convenience, put .Ti=ft, xz = ^

Wl=po7]ly W2 = i%7g, Vl = fiB(po7]7)f 772 = po^7+^8f, Vs = ii8^ «i = i*9(3S°V7)

+ fc"*9f, u2 = i%*£, and r = z^lof. Then, we have the generators which cor-

respond similarly as in the case j]>l. Hence, in this meaning, the cor-

respondence of generators in Diagram I holds for j = l.

Note. Since the sequence (*) is exact if z<^2, j = I and splits if

z<^l, j = l, we can take the generators in a similar way as in the case

^*^>l, and in fact we know the above relations except the one for vz.

The aim of the above definition is to clarify the operation of 7T0 (O8) .

Lemma 2. I. In Diagram 1,

(i) £(1), E(2) are epimorphic.

(ii) E(s\ E(5} are monomorphic.

(iii) E2: Ti2n-.z(S
n-l)-^Ti2n(S

n+l) is epimorphic
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Proof. (i) is the well known fact (Cf. [5], p. 28).

(ii) Since i*\ 7tn(SOn-.1)->Kn(SOn) (n = Sj, j>0) is monomorphic,

d: nn+l(S
n-l)->nn(SOn-1) must be trivial. So, P=\_ ,tn^~\ : 7tn+l (Sn~l)

-»7T2n-i (S71"1) is trivial since P=— J(3)o9. Hence, E(3) is monomorphic,

and similarly E(5\ where the sequence

is exact if 2p>q-I (Cf. P. 198 of [8] and (7.7) of [7]).

(iii) Let n be even and ?z^2, 4, 8. Then, the sequence

n2n-2 OS71'1) ̂ 7t2n^ (Sn) ^»2Z->0

is exact and splits since H\_Cn, cn~\ = 2. So,

£: TTg^-! (571) — >7T27l(-S
r7l+1) is epimorphic and Ker E = ( \cn, c^\ ) . Hence, we

know that £27T2ri_2 (5
71'1) =7r2n(5B+1) .

Lemma 2B 28 JU), z = 0, 1, • • - , 5, ar^ monomorphic for n — &j,j

Proof. J(0) is monomorphic by [1]. Since [cn+i, Cn+1] ̂ 0 (72

6) and J(l)Ui = (J(l)°d)cn+i= [^»+i, ^n+i]» <^(1> is monomorphic from the dia-

gram. J(2) is monomorphic on the subgroup generated by {z;2, t;3}, and

J(a)v1 = J(2)(9^n) = [^«»]- Since [Vn,^]¥=0 (» = 4A) by [2], J(2) is also

monomorphic from the diagram. J(3) is monomorphic since z*: ^(jSOa^-i)

-*7t8j(SO8j) is monomorphic. If w = 8, J(4) is monomorphic from the fol-

lowing diagram which is commutative up to sign:

where 7T: 5O6— »*S5 is the projection and H. is the Hopf homomorphism,,

Let n = Sj Q"^>1) . The exact sequence
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implies that Im 9 = Ker i* = Zl2, da^O, and hence dcCi is of order 3, where

(Xi, V denote the generators of order 3 and 8 respectively. So that 9y

must be of order 4, and Ker i*~Z3-\-Z4 and is generated by 9^, 9v. On

the other hand, [v, fn_z] = — J(4)9v shows that order [v, £n_2]<^4, and //[v,

^_2]-±2En-3v (Cf. [21] (5. 32) ) shows that order [v, ̂ _2] ;>4. Hence,

[v,£n_2] is of order 4. Similarly, Jf [tfi, fn_2] = ± En~8#i shows that [<zlf

£n_2] is of order 3. Thus the diagram induces that J(4) is monomorphic

for n = Sj (j>l). Since i* : 7T8S (/S
fO8s_3) — »7T8S (SO8s-2) is monomorphic, it

is clear that J™ is monomorphic. This completes the proof.

Remark 1. If n = 8j (j>l), z^.: 7tn(SOn-4)-^7tn(SOn-3) is isomor-

phic. Hence, «/(6) is also monomorphic for n = Sj

Remark 2. It holds that 9y is of order 4 for n = 8, and therefore

6] is of order 4. In fact, we have an exact sequence

Z, a, Z, ft ||
-f +

Z8 v Z8 f Z2 w2
+
Z2 wl

and it shows that 9v = ±2? (Cf . Diagram 1) .

Lemma 2. 3. (Cf. Nomura [13]). Let n^Sj 0>0). Then,

(i) [*n+i, k+i] does not belong to Im(^n+i)#.

(ii) [??n, cn] ^0^5 no^ belong to Im (??„)*.

Proof, (i) Let [>n+1, *n+1] - (^n+1) */? for some J6
>e^27l+1(5

rn+2) . We

know that [^+i,^+i]=^(V = ^C1)(f*V2)=£<2)(«/ (2 )^2) by Diagram 1. Let

0 = Er for certain r e 7T2n (5
n+1) . Then, (tfn+1) ^/^ = E(2) ( (^n) ^r) and there-

fore £(2)(J(2)z;2) -£(2)(fe)*r). Hence, J(2)t;2- (^) *reKer £(2) =([Vll> ^])

^Z2. We note that J/[^n, ̂ ] = 0 since [^B, ^] = J(2)t;i = J(2) (t^wO =

E(3) ( J(3)
 Wl) . Similarly Jf ( (tfn) ̂ r) - 0, but H(J™v2) ^0 by the commuta-

tive diagram
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J(2)

H

since 772 is not in the image of i*: fln(SOn-i)-^>fln(SOn) . This yields a

contradiction.

(ii) Let n>8, and let [yn, Cn~\ = (yn) *r for some r^X2n(Sn+1) . Since

Ez: 7t2n-2(S
n~1)-^7t2n(S

n+l) is epimorphic, there exists 8^.TC2n-i (S
n) such

that d = Ee, £ e 7T27l_2 (5
71-1) , and E<? - r. Then, E(3) ( O^) *5) - (^) *r and

[7?nj cj = £(3) (J(3)
Wl) by the diagram. So that, J^wl = (^n_0 *£ since E(3)

is monomorphic by Lemma 2.1. Here, 0?n_i) *d = E(4} ((^n-z) *£) and T^J

is not in the image of i* ' TCn(SOn-^) -^>7tn(SOn-i} . Hence H((yn+1) ^.d) =0

but H (J^Wj) 7^0 similarly as in (i) . This is a contradiction.

Let rc = 8. By Toda [19], it is known that 7t16(S
8) =Z2+Z2+Z2+Z2

and is generated by (T8o7j15, E(T' °7]15, V8, and £8, where we retain the sym-

bols of [19]. It is also known that Ker,E (2)^Z2 and is generated by

E(J' °9715. Since the non-zero element [^8, £8] belongs to Ker jE(2), we know

that [9?8, C8] =E(ffo7il5i On the other hand, 7T16 (5
9) ~ Z16 + Z3 + Z5 and the

2-component is generated by <T9. But ^8
0^9 = -E^'/0^i5 + ^8 + £8 by (7.4) of

[19], and hence [??8, £8] does not belong to

§3. Some Lemmas in the Case re = 8j+l (j>0)

To calculate G(^_2) when n = 8j+l 0">0), we study the homotopy

groups of rotation groups and certain relations with homotopy groups of

spheres. We have the following Diagram 2, where we keep the nota-

tions in Section 2 and the diagram is written in a similar way.

The homotopy groups of rotation groups are known by the following

sequence

(**) 0->7T8,-+2 ( Vm. m-8/+<) -^%+i (SO8j-i) ->7T,y+1 (5OTO)

which is exact and splits for z'̂ 3, j^2 or ^"^2, J = l, where ^z is suffi-

ciently large ([11]). Let j>l. Since 7C8J+2(Vmim-8J+&) =0 by [15], 7T8i7-+1

(iSO^-s) is isomorphic to 7r8:?-+1 (SOm) = Z2 and has a unique non-zero ele-

ment z. Denote the element z"5f~8>8<7~*(^) by uz, vz, ws, xz, and y according
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as i= — 2, — 1, 0, 1, and 2. The other generators and the correspond-

ence are known from those of 7T8j-+2(VTOim_8j-+i) by Paechter [15]. Let

Ui, Vi, {wly w2}, and Xi be such generators according as i= — 2, —1, 0,

and 1. Although the generators are denoted by similar symbols as in

Section 2, we use those since it seems that there is no confusion.

Let j=19 and let f be the generator of the 2-component of ns(SOe)

= Z&+Z8 defined in Section 2. Put y — ̂ if]^. Then, by [17], [18], and

[14], we have the following table:

7T9(SOB) 7t9(SO1Q)

+ Z2 3oy7oy8 Z2 iS'Cffo^oft) Z (T)

\
Z2 y Z2 i^y Z2 i%*y Z2 i%9y Z2 i%10y Z2 i%ny

The correspondence of generators is represented in a similar way as

in Section 2 except the indicated one. Let Xi = p°7}7oy8, x^ — i^y, twl =

^8(P0^7°%), w2 = po^7o^8 + 48y, ^3 = 48y, ^i = 49(P°^0^) +4V, vz = i%?y,

u-t— (T) , u2 = i%wy, and "C = i%ny. Then, we have the generators which

correspond similarly as in the case

Note. Since 7r10(yTOim_6) =0 by [15], 7r9(5O6) is isomorphic to

= Z2 by the sequence (**), and has a unique non-zero element y.

Since the sequence (**) is exact and splits if z"<^2, J=l, we can take

the generators for j — \ quite similarly as in the case J>1. In fact, we

have the above relations except the one for w2. The aim of the above

definition is also to clarify the operation of 7T0

Lemma 3. 1. In Diagram 2, £(4) and E& are monomorphic.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of (ii) of Lemma 2. 1.

Lemma 3. 2e J(l\ i— 0, 1, -",6, are monomorphic for n=8j+l, />0.

Proof. J(0) is monomorphic by [1], and in a similar way as in the
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proof of Lemma 2.2, </(l), z" = l, 2, 3, are monomorphic (Cf. Proposition

2.1 of [22]). Since il~2'n'\ zj-3'71"2 (n = 8j+l, j>0) are monomorphic,

so are J(4), J(5). In the exact sequence

Q jn-i,n-3

7tn+1(S
n~4) =0 if ?2>10, and 7T9(^O5) -0. Hence, zj-4'71'3 (n = 8j+l, J>0)

is monomorphic, and therefore J(6) is monomorphic for j^

Lemma 3, 3. (Cf. Nomura [13]). Let n = Sj+l (j>0). Then,

(i) [/n+i^n-t-i] ^oe5 wo* £e/orcg- to

(ii) [^n, ̂ ] does not belong to Im

(Hi) [vi-i, fn-i] does not belong to

Proof. (i) holds trivially since [^n+i, cn+i] (n- odd) has the infinite

order. (ii) and (iii) are known by Diagram 2 in a similar way as in

Lemma 2. 3, so we omit the precise description.

§4. Calculation of £(^-0

Let 7T*: 7ln(SOn)-+7Zn(S
n~~1) be the homomorphism induced from the

projection 7T: SOn-^-S*1'1. It is known that n*=Q for 7z = 4/— 1 0'̂ 3) ,

4/+1 O'^l), and 4j + 2 (j^l) by Lemma 2.2 of [3]. Hence, there

exist (TZ — 1) -sphere bundles over (^ + 1) -spheres (w^4) which admit no

cross-sections only for n = 7, Sj 0"2>1) , and 8; + 4 C/2>0) . Furthermore,

if n = 8; + 4 O'^O) the connected sum consisting of (w — 1) -sphere bundles

over (n-\- 1) -spheres (ft^>4) and containing such bundles is unique up to

diffeomorphism by Theorem 4. 4 and Theorem 5. 3 of [3] . Therefore,

we may calculate G(jjn-^) (w^4) only for ?i = 7 and 8; O'^l) • Here,

G(^n_i) =z^(J'(8)"1(Ini(^n_1) #)) , and the groups and the homomorphisms

are as follows:

Proposition 4.1. G(^6) =120Z, -where G(^6) z"5 ^/i^ subgroup of

- Z.
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Proof. The above homotopy groups are given as follows :

</(3)

Here, 7Ti3(S
7) is generated by v? = y7oy10 and ^6ov7 = 0 by (5.9) of [19].

Hence, 0?6) * is trivial. J(3) is epimorphic by Proposition 2.1 of [22].

i# carries the generator of 7T7 (SO6} to twice the generator of TC7 (SOj)

up to sign (Cf. [17], [18]). In fact, we have an exact sequence

0 - >7r7(S06) -^> 7T7CS07) -^» 7T7CS6) - > 0 ,

where 7T8 (5
6) - Z2 and 7T6(^O6) =0. Thus, G(%) =t* (JC8)" (Im(^0) J)

- ^ (Ker J(3)) - ^ (60Z) = 120Z.

Proposition 4. 2. Gftfr) = {0}.

Proof. The related homotopy groups are given as follows (Cf.

[19]):

<T8, -EtT' ff/0ft<, v7, e7 wi, wa,

where the symbols written below the groups denote the generators. In

the proof of (ii) of Lemma 2.3, we observed that [%, *s] = E&' oy15y a

generator of 7T16 (^
8) . Hence, by Diagram 1, E(3) J(3) (w,) =J(z}i* (tv^ -

J(2) (7^1) = [^8, C8~] = E6' oy15. Since E(3) is monomorphic by Lemma 2. 1, we

know that J(3) (wO =0"o%4. It is known that J(4> (x2) =V6 by Kachi [10].

Therefore, J(3) (w2) = J(% (^) - £(4) J(4) (x2) - E(4) (vfl) - PT. On the other

hand, 7]7oo-8 = o~' oyu + v7 + £7 and 776o(T /=4P6 by (7.4) of [19]. So that,

o-') -E(4P6) =4v7 = 0. Thus, we know that Im J(3) n

and therefore G(^7) — {0} since J(3) is monomorphic.

Proposition 4.3. If j>l, G(7/8j-,1) ^Z2 a^^ zj generated by
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-where G(y%3-^ is the subgroup of 7C8j- (SO8j) = Z2 -t- Z2 + Z2 generated by

vi9 v2y and vs.

The proof is given by the following assertions, where we assume

that n — 8j (j^>l). Throughout the proof, we should confer Diagram 1.

Assertion 1. JC

Proof. If J(3)(Wl) elm (Vn-i)*, then [77,, ̂ ] - J(2) (^) - J(% (Wl)

= £(V(3)(zeOeImO?n)* by Diagram 1. But, [?B, ;n] £ Im (?B) * by (ii)

of Lemma 2. 3.

Assertion 2. J(3) (w2) elm(^n_i)+ z/ a/2^ o^/y if J(r) elm 77^.

Proof. By Diagram 1, it is clear that J^T^elm^-j)* induces J(r)

elm y*. Assume that J(r) = ̂ s|8(a) for some ae7r7l_1(5'0) = 7r2n+2(5
f7l+3).

Let a = E0, & = Er, T = ES, and ^ = £e. Since E(1) (J(1)w2- (^+1) *^)

= 0, J(1)«k-(?7 l l+1)*/SeKer£(1)=([^1,^+1])^Za. If J(1)^2-(^+1)^

= fc+1>^+1], E(2)J(2)^-E(2)fe)^r-£(2)J(2)^ by Diagram 1. So, J™v3

— (^n) *r — J(2)778eKer E(2) = ([^w, ^]) =Z2. Now, taking the Hopf invari-

ant of both sides, it yields a contradiction. In fact, HJ(2)vB = H(7/n) ^f

= Hfa, Cn\ - 0 since J™v3 = E(3) J(3) u>» (^) *r - £(3> (^-i) *ff, and [^ ^]

= E(s)J^'w1. But, HJ™v2=t=Q as is seen in the proof of (i) of Lemma

2.3. Thus, J(1)«,= fi7*+i)*&

Since £(2) (J(2)z;3- (?7») *r) =0, J(2)t;3- (?B) ^r^Ker E(2) - ([^, ̂ ]) =

Z2. If J ( i )ua-(?7n)*r=[?7n,^], then EwJww2-E
w(vn-1)+8 = EwJwzv1.

Since E(3) is monomorphic by Lemma 2.1, we have «7(8>W2— 0?n-i) *^ =

e/(8)Wi. Then, by taking the Hopf invariant of both sides, we have a

contradiction. In fact, HJ™w2 = H (yn-i) *S = Q since J(3)w2, (^n_i) ^5" are

suspension elements (j>l). But, HJ^zv^O since TO! is not in the

image of z#: 7rn(5O7l_2)->7rn(5On_i). Here, we are refering to the follow-

ing diagram which is commutative up to sign:

(***) J LEr
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where 2r^>n-\-2 and n: SOr-^Sr~l = SOr/SOr-i is the projection.

Thus, J (2)tf8=07n)*r, and therefore E(3)J(3)w2-E(3) (^_0 *<J. Since

.E(3) is monomorphic, we have J(3\v2 = (7jn-i) #<?• This completes the proof.

Assertion 3. J(3) (z#i + w2) ̂ Im 0?n-i) *•

Proof. If J(3) (wi + w2) elm (^n-i) *, then J(r)elm ^ by Diagram 1.

Hence, J(3) (w2) e Im 0?n_i) * by Assertion 2. Therefore, J(3) (wO =

J(3) (zfj + t^g) — J(3) (zf2) elm(^n_i) „,. This contradicts to Assertion 1.

Proof of Proposition 4.3. By Mahowald [12], it is known that

J(r) is in the image of T/^. In fact, the element in his notation p^-e

7t8j'-i(S°) belongs to ./-image, and so pj07/^n8j(S°) belongs to ./-image.

Since stably pjorj = 7]opj, we know that J(r) =yopjm Thus, by Assertions

1, 2, and 3, we have J^"1 (Im^O *) = (w2) =Z2. Therefore, 6(^-0

= (773) =Z2. This completes the proof.

§5- Calculation of G(^_a)

Let TT^: ^(.SOn-i) -^7r7l(5
n~2) be the homomorphism induced from the

projection TT: SOn-^SO^/ SOn-2 = Sn~z. Then, by Lemma 2.2 of [4],

7t* = 0 f or TZ = 4.; — l 0"^3) and 4; + 2 (j^l) . Hence, there exist (w — 2)-

sphere bundles over (72 + 1) -spheres (?z^6) which admit no cross-sections

for n = 7, 8j, 8j + l, 8j-f-4, and 8; + 5, j>0. Furthermore, if « = 8/+4

(j>0) or 8/+5 (j>0), the connected sum consisting of (n — 2) -sphere

bundles over (72 4- 1) -spheres (w^6) and containing such bundles is unique

up to diffeomorphism by Theorems 4. 2, 4. 4, 6. 2, and 6. 4 of [4]. There-

fore, we may calculate G(^_2) only for n = 7, 8j (j>0), and 8/+1 C/>0).

Here, G(^_2) =z# (J^"1 (Im(^_2) #)) , and the groups and the homomor-

phisms are as follows :

Proposition 5.1. G(^) =60Z, -where G(y]f) is the subgroup of
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Proof. The above homotopy groups are given as follows:

0

By [22], J(4) is epimorphic. By [17] and [18], z* maps the generator

of 717(SO5) to twice the generator of n7(SO6) up to sign. In fact, we

have the following exact sequence:

II II II N
Z Z Z2 0

Hence, G(??5
2) =zs | t(Ker J(4)) = z'*(30Z) = 60Z.

Proposition 5. 20 Let n = 8j 0>0). TAe?z

The proof is given by the following assertions. Throughout the

proof, we should confer Diagram 1.

Assertion 1- For any non-zero element x^ (x^) C7Tn(5rOn_2)?

J(4)(x)£Im(?72n-2)*, where n = 8j, j>0.

Proof. Let J(4) (x) = (^-2) *e for some £e7T27l_2(-5
71) and let s = E£.

Then, J(4) (x) -£(5) (^-3) *C by Diagram 1. If we take the Hopf invariant

of both sides, it yields a contradiction by the diagram (***) in Section 4

since x is not in the image of i% : 7tn (SOn-s) — >7Tn ((5On_2) .

Assertion 2, JC4) (x2) e Im G?»_2) * '/f ^^^ OTZ^ z/

-where ?2 = 8j, />!.

Proof. By Diagram 1, it is clear that J(4) (x2) elm(^_2) # induces

J(r) elm^i. Let J(r) =^0;, for some a e 7rn_2 (5°) =7r2n+2(5n+4), and let

O^ = E$, /? = £7, 7 = Ed, d = Ee, and £ = EC- Then, by a quite similar way

to the proof of Assertion 2 in Proposition 4. 3, we know that J(3) (w2)

= (?£-i) *ff- Hence, J(4) (x2) - (^_2) ̂ eeKer E(4) =Im P which is generat-

ed by [ai,^-2], [^-2,^-2], where #1, vn-2 are the generators of nn+1(S
n~2)
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= Z3+Z8 of order 3 and order 8 respectively. So, J<4) (x2) — (^-2) *£

= b[yn-2,cn-z], where £ is an integer. Here, JC4) (x2) = E(5) JC5) (y) 0>1)

and 0?n-2) *S = -E(5)07n-3)*C. Then, by taking the Hopf invariant of both

sides, 0-^H[y7i_2j^_2] = ±2^E71-3yn-2-±2^27l_5 (Cf. (5.32) of [21]).

Hence, £=0 (mod 4) . In the proof of Lemma 2. 2, it is known that

[yn-2, cn-z] is of order 4. Thus, we know that J(4) (.r2) = (^-2) *£-

Assertion 3. .For <2?z;y non-zero element xG (xx) C^7l(5
rO7l_2) ,

J(4)(x+x2) $Im(^i_2)+, where n = 8j, j

Proof. If J(4)(.r+x2) elmOpJ-a)*, then J(r) elm 97* by Diagram 1.

Hence, J(4) (x2) elm (^_2) ^ by Assertion 2. Therefore, J(4) (x) =

— J(4) (^2) elm(^_2) +. This contradicts to Assertion 1. So,

Proof of Proposition 5. 2. Firstly, assume that J>1. It is known

that J(r) =Tftfy for certain Pje7r8y_i(5°) (Cf. Mahowald [12]). Then,

J(r) is not in the image of ^. For, if J(r) =??2<2 for some ^e7r8/_2(-S0) ,

7]zpj = 7](7jpj) =:7/J(t) =7]Ba = 4va. But rfpj generates the image of J:

7T8y+1 (SO) — »7T8y+1 (5°) (Cf. Mahowald [12]), where J is monomorphic and

the image is a direct summand of Tt^^S^ by Adams [1]. Therefore, this

yields a contradiction. Thus, t/(r)^Im^, and by Assertion 2, Ju} (x2)

$Im(^_2)*- Hence, by Assertion 1,3, G(^_2) = {0} for j>l.

Let ./ = 1. We remember that TC^ : 7T8 (SOo) -^7t8 (S
5) is an isomorphism

and xly xz correspond to a,lt v5, respectively (See § 2) . Let J(4) (axi + bx2)

= (^2)*e for some £e7r14(S8). Since £ = EC for some Ce7r13(S7), (97?) ^£

- £(5) Of?) *C Hence, 0 - HJ^(axl + bxz} = E^^ax, + bxz} = aa^ll) + *vu.

So that, (2^0 (mod 3), b=Q (mod 8), and therefore, axl
J
rbx2 = Q. Thus,

J^'^Im^S)*) = {0}, and so G($) = {0}. This completes the proof of

the proposition.

Proposition 5,3, (i) G(??) = {0}. (ii) I/

z*5 generated by ws, where G(^_i) Z5 £/ie subgroup of TC8j+l(SO8j)

24-Z2 generated by "wl3 *w2, and w6.
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The proof is given by the following assertions, where we assume

that w = 8.7 + l 0*>0). Throughout the proof, we should confer Diagram 2.

Assertion 1. J(4) OO

Proof. Let J(4) (X) = (^-2) *£ for some £e7r27l_2(S") . Since s = E£

for some Ce7T2n_3(5
71-1) , J(4) (x,) -E(5) (^_3) *C Then, taking the Hopf

invariant of both sides, there arise a contradiction by the diagram

in Section 4, since Xi is not in the image of i* : 7tn (SOn-z) ->7Tn (

Assertion 2, J(4) (x2) elm(^_2)* if and only if J(r) elm v*.

Proof. By Diagram 2, it is clear that J(4) (x2) e Im 0?«-2) * induces

J(r)elm^. Let J(r) =7?2a for some aeTT^GS0) and let a = E(3, @

= Er, T = Ed, d = Ee, and e = £C- Then, J(1) (%) - (^+1) ̂ eKer £(1)

— ([^n+i, ^n+i]) =Z. Considering the order, J(1) («2) — (^+1) *jff = 0. Hence,

J(2) (*,) - (^) *r e Ker E(2) = ( [^B, <J ) = Z2. Let J(2)(t;2) - (

Since J(2)(t;2)-E(3)J(3)(^3), (?l)*r = £(8)(?7l-i)*ff, and [^, ^ =

J(3) («;,) - (^_0 ^- J(3)(^2)eKer E(« =([Vi_1, «n-i]) = Z8. Here, J(3)(

-£(4) J(4) Cr2) , (^_0 ^ = E(4) (^_2) *e, K-i, ^n-i] -£(4) JC4) (^) , and ^2

is not in the image of i%. : 7Cn (SOn-2) ~^-TCn (SOn-i) . Hence, considering

the Hopf invariant of both sides, there arise a contradiction by the dia-

gram (***) in Section 4. Thus, J(2) (v2) = 0?») *7".

Therefore, J(3) («;,) - (^_0 ^eKer E(3) - (|>U, ̂ ]) ~Z2. If

J(3)(^3)-(^-0*5- [tfU^], then £M)J(V»)--E(4)(^»-.)*e = £MV(4)(^)f

and since £(4) is monomorphic by Lemma 3.1, J(4) (j:2) — (^»-2) #£ =

J«> (xO . Here, J(4) (x2) = £(6) J(5) (y) , (^_2) +£ = £<6) (^_.) +C, and ^ is not

in the image of i* : 7tn (SOn-s) -^TCn (SOn-2) . Hence, taking the Hopf in-

variant of both sides, we have a contradiction again. Thus, J(3) (zt>3)

= (7]n-i) *^> and so J(4) (xz) = (^_2) *£ since jE(4) is monomorphic. This

completes the proof.

Assertion 30 J(4) (xi + x2) ̂  Im (^-2) *•
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Proof. If J^Oi-j-Xa) elm(^i_2)#, then J(r) elm^| by Diagram 2,

and therefore J(4)(x2)elm(^_2)* by Assertion 2. Hence, J(4)(^i) = J^fe

— J(4) (x2) elm (^_2) *. This contradicts to Assertion 1.

From the above assertions and Diagram 2, we have

Assertion 4. #* J(r) <£lm fa, then GfyJU) - {0} . 7f J(r) elm ^,

Proof of Proposition 5. 3. (i) It is known by Kachi [10] that

t/(r) =vs for the generator r €E 7T9 (5On) =Z2, where y3 is a basis element

of TTgGS0) = Z2+Z2+Z2 generated by v8, //, and ^o£ (Cf. [19]). On the

other hand, 7T7 (S°) = Z16 + Z3 + Z5 and the 2-compoiient is generated by (T.

But, rfo$ = rjo (770(7) =^0 (v + e) =^ov4-^o£ = v3 + 7yo£ (Cf. [19]). This im-

plies that J(r)&Imfa. Therefore, by Assertion 4, we know that G(^?)

= {0}.

(ii) It is known by Mahowald [12] that the image of J: 7t8j-+1 (SO)

->K8j+i(S°) is generated by ^2°py for j>l. So, J(r) ^Imfa for

Hence, Gfylj-J = (w^) =ZZ by Assertion 4.

This completes the proof of the proposition.

§ 6= Classification of Connected Sums, the First Case

Let (p,q) = (n — l,n + l.')9 n^>4 or (n — 2,n-\-l'), ?i^>6. A connected

sum of ^-sphere bundles over ^-spheres is of type I if and only if it

consists only of the bundles which admit no cross-sections, and of type

(O + I) if and only if it contains both the bundles which admit cross-

sections and the bundles which admit no cross-sections (Cf. Lemma 1.5).

In this section and the next section, we completely classify the connected

sums of type I or type (O + I) up to homotopy equivalence using the

results obtained in the previous sections.

Throughout this and next sections, we should confer Table 2 of [3]

and [4] . Ba denotes the bundle with the characteristic element (X, but

we denote the product bundle by AQ. mBa, mAQ denote the connected

sum of m copies of Bay AQ respectively. By Lemma 2. 2 of [3] and
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Lemma 2.2 of [4], it is known that the connected sum of type I or

type (O + I) exists only for n = 7, 8j (j>0), and 8; + 4 (j^O) if (p, q)

= (;z-l,7z + l), rc:>4, and for n = 7, 8j 0>0), 8/+1 0>0), 8/+4 (j

>0), and 8J+5 (j>0) if (p, q) = (n — 2,n + I) , n>6. In this section,

we treat with certain cases which are simpler in a sense. The rest is

treated in the next section.

Theorem 6. 1. Let ^=1Ba.y ffjLi-Baj be connected sums of type I

or type (O + I) consisting of ^-sphere bundles over ^-spheres. We

assume that if \k
i=lBa., \\=^Ba'. are of type (O + 1) , they have the same

number of bundles which admit cross- sections. Then, they are homo-

topy equivalent if and only if

(i) tfi=±tfi mod 120, if k = l,

(ii) G.C.D. (al9 -,afc,120) -G.C.D. « •••,«;, 120), if k>l,

-where the greatest common divisors are taken as positive integers.

Here, every characteristic element belongs to Z=n7(SO7) and must

be even or odd according as the bundle admits a cross-section or

admits no cross- section. If the connected sum are of type (O + I),

then

Remark 1. In contrast of this theorem, it is implicitly included in

Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 of [3] that above \\=lBai, %i=1Ba't are diffeo-

morphic if and only if G.C.D. (al9 • • • , <Zfc) =G.C.D. (o£, • • - , ai) (>0).

Here, if k = I, G.C.D. (O = G.C.D. (a{} means that ^= ±a(. (Cf.

Theorem 4.1, 5.2, and Corollary 9.4 of [3]).

Remark 2. Let n = 4j—I (j^>2) , and let #*=iAa|, f*=iAaj be con-

nected sums of type O consisting of fa — 1) -sphere bundles over (?z + l)-

spheres. Here, the characteristic elements aiy O^, /" = 1,2, • • • , ^ , belong to

Z=n4j^i(SO4j-i) y and must be even if j = 2.

The following is implicitly included in Theorem 3 of [22] : They

are homotopy equivalent if and only if

(i) &i= ±a{ mod m if £ = 1,

(ii) G.C.D.(alf -.,at, m) -G.C.D. (o£, •», o£, *z) (>0) if

where
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120 0/ = 2)

and m(2j) is the denominator of (the j-th Bernoulli number) /4j .

On the other hand, the following is known by [3] : They are diffeo-

morphic if and only if both of them consist of trivial bundles or G.C.D.

(a1,—,ak)=G.C.D.(al,—,a'k) (>0). Here, if k = I, G.C.D.(O =

G.C.D. (aO means that c^ = ±a{. (Cf. Theorem 3. 1 and Corollary 9. 4

of [3]).

In proving the theorem, we note that exchange of orientation has

no affection since the operation of 7T0 (O7) to 7T7 (5O7) is trivial by 22. 4

of [16].

Let e1,e2,"',ek be the basis of H—Hn+l (\$=1Bai) represented by

zero cross-sections, and let e[, e%, • • • , ek be the basis of H' = Hn+i(\i==iBa
f
i)

similarly, where n — 1. Then, a(et) =cti9 a! (er^) — a'iy i = l,2, •••, k.

Note that a, a! are homomorphisms by Lemma 2. 1 of [3]. The follow-

ing argument is also applicable to the case that (p, q) — (5, 8) . So that,

it is convenient to put G(^6) = raZ. We know already that m = 12Q by

Proposition 4.1. If (/>, g) = (6,8) or (5,8), a ^-sphere bundle over the

g-sphere admits no cross-section if and only if the characteristic element

is odd, by (i) of Lemma 2.2 of [3] or [4].

The proof will be accomplished by the following assertions.

Assertion I. Let %%=lBa.y %i=iBa't be of type L The?i, \\=lBai

has the oriented homotopy type of %%=1Ba
f. if and only if there exists

a unimodular kxk-matrix L such that L is orthogonal mod 2, i.e.

2), and

laA (a{\/ „. \ / „./ i
mod m .

Proof. This is easily seen by considering the matrix representation

of h in Theorem 1.3 using the standard admissible bases \e^ • • • , £fc},

{^i, '",ek}> where rank0 = & since the connected sums are of type I.
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Assertion 2- Let c be an odd integer and let d — G.C.D.(c,m)

>0. Then, kBc has the oriented homotopy type of kBd, where

Proof. Let c — c^d. cly d must be odd. There exist the integers

a, b such that ca^mb — d. Since m is even, a must be odd. By multi-

plying both sides of the equality by Ci + 1, we have

We put

a

and define a kx ^-matrix Q by Q = diag(P, £fc_2) , where Ek-z is the unit

(k — 2) X (k — 2) -matrix. Then, Q is unimodular, orthogonal mod 2, and

satisfies

mod m

On the other hand, Lemma 4.2 of [3] shows that there exists a uni-

modular kx ^-matrix K which is orthogonal mod 2, satisfying

\ = K

where G.C.D. (c, d) —d since c is divisible by d. Thus, we have a uni-

modular kx ^-matrix L = KQ which is orthogonal mod 2, satisfying

\ = L I . I mod m .

\d,

Hence, by Assertion 1, kBc has the oriented homotopy type of kBd.

Assertion 3. Let tLi-S^ be of type I, and let G.C.D. (aly • • • , ak,

m) =d, &>1. Then, ^=1Ba. has the oriented homotopy type of kBd.
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Proof. Let c = G.C.D. (al9 • • • , ak) >0. Then, by Lemma 4. 2 of

[3], there exists a unimodular kx ^-matrix X which is orthogonal mod 2,

satisfying

Hence, %i=1Ba. has the oriented homotopy type of kBc by Assertion 1.

More strongly, they are diffeomorphic by Theorem 4. 1 of [3]. Since

G.C.D. (c, m) = G.C.D. (alf • • • , ak, m) — d, kBc has the oriented homotopy

type of kBd by Assertion 2. Hence, ^=1Ba. has the oriented homotopy

type of kBd.

Proof of the theorem in type I case. (i) is clear from Assertion 1.

Let £>1. Put G.C.D. (al9 • • - , ak, m) = d, G.C.D. (aj, —, ak9 m') = d'.

If %i=1Ba. has the oriented homotopy type of fjL^aj, d is divisible by

df by Assertion 1. Considering L~l, df is also divisible by d. Therefore,

d=d'. Conversely, if d—df Assertion 3 shows that $%=lBa., t*=i5aj are

of the same oriented homotopy type. This completes the proof of the

theorem when the connected sums are of type I.

To prove the theorem for connected sums of type (O-fl), we must

modify the above assertions a little. Since G(^6) =G(0) as is seen in

the proof of Proposition 4. 1, /? and /90 in Theorem 1. 3 take values in

the same group. Hence, similarly to Assertion 1, we have

Assertion 4B Assume that Bai, Ba
f. admit cross-sections for i

= 1, 2, ~-,s, and admit no cross-sections for i = s + l,s + 2, "-.s+t — k,

where s, £>0. Then, ^=1Bat has the oriented homotopy type of %%=lBa
f.

if and only if there exists a unimodular kxk-matrix L such that

/ O 0 \ / O 0 \
(i) L( L£- m o d 2 ?

\0 EJ \0 EJ

-where Et is the unit txt-matrix, and
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/a,\ Ia(\
(ii) ]"? =1, *f | m o d w .

\aj \a'k

In the following, A0 denotes the product bundle S8xS6. sA0 denotes

the connected sum of s copies of A0.

Assertion 5. Let c be an odd integer and let d—G.C.D. (c, m)

>0. Then, sA0$tBc has the oriented homotopy type of sA0$tBd, where

s, C>0 and s+t = k.

Proof. Firstly, let t — \. Let c — Cid. Then, there exist the integers

a, b such that ca+mb — d. Here, Ci, d, and a must be odd. Multiplying

both sides of the equality by Ci, we have

c (aci — 1) = —

we put

and define a kx ^-matrix Q by Q = diag(E8-i, P), where Es-i is the unit

(5 — !) X (5 — !)-matrix. Then, Q is unimodular and satisfies (i) of Asser-

tion 4, and also satisfies the relation

mod m .

Hence, by Assertion 4, sA0%Bd has the oriented homotopy type of sA0$Bc.

If ^^>1, by Assertion 2, there exists a unimodular tX ^-matrix L

which is orthogonal mod 2, satisfying

mod m .

We define the k X ̂ -matrix M by M= diag (Es, L). Then, M is uni-

modular and satisfies (i) of Assertion 4 and the relation
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/ ° \ / ° \
6
d

\d\

o
c

\'c\

mod m .

Hence, by Assertion 4, sAQ%tBd has the oriented homotopy type of sAQ

Assertion 6. Assume that Ba. admits a cross-section for z = l,

2, • • • , 5 and admits no cross- section for z = s + l, s-f 2,--- , s -\-t-k, -where

s, O>0. Let d=G.C.D.(a1,—,ak,m)>0. Then, %%=lBa. has the ori-

ented homotopy type of sAQ$tBd.

Proof. By Theorem 5. 2 of [3] , %%=1Ba. is orientation preservingly

diffeomorphic to sAQ$tBc, where c = G.C.D. (0^1, • • • , (Xk) >0. Since

G.C.D. (c, m) =G.C.D. (aiy • • • , afc, w) , the assertion follows from Asser-

tion 5.

Proof of the theorem in type (O + I) case. Let %%=1Bai, t?=iJ5aj be

of type (O + I), and assume that they have respectively s bundles which

admit cross-sections. If %i=1Ba. has the oriented homotopy type of %i=lBa',,

then d is divisible by d' by Assertion 4, and similarly d' by d.

Therefore, d=d'. Conversely, if d—df
y Assertion 6 shows that f{LiBa<,

jtjLiJBa/ are of the same oriented homotopy type.

This completes the proof of the theorem.

By Theorem 6. 1, immediately we have

Corollarly 6. 2. The connected sums of type I consisting of k

^-sphere bundles over ^-spheres are classified up to homotopy equiva-

lence as follows:

(i) If k = I, Bc, 0<£<60, -where c's are odd integers.

(ii) If &>1, kBly kBs, kB5, and kB15.

Here, every characteristic element belongs to Z=TC7(SO7).
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Corollary 6.3. The connected sums of type (O + I) consisting
of k 6-sphere bundles over ^-spheres of which s bundles admit cross-
sections are classified up to homotopy equivalence as follows :

sA$tBly sA$tBz, sA0%tBB, and sAQ$tB15 ,

where A0 is the product bundle S8xS6, s-^t — k, s, £>0, and the charac-

teristic elements belong to Z=n7(SO7).

Similar argument is applicable to the case (p, q) — (5, 8) . We have

Theorem 6. 4, Let %t=iBai, %i=1Ba
f. be connected sums of type I

or type (O + I) consisting of ^-sphere bundles over ^-spheres. We

assume that if $l=lBa., jti=iJ3a'4 are of type (O + I), they have the same
number of bundles which admit cross-sections. Then, they are homo-

topy equivalent if and only if

(i) <Zi= ±a{ mod 60, if k = l,

(ii) G.C.D. (al9 • • - , ak, 60) =G.C.D. « • • • , a't, 60), if k>l,
where the greatest common divisors are taken as positive integers.

Here, every characteristic element belongs to Z=7t7(SO6) and must

be even or odd according as the bundle admits a cross-section or

admits no cross-section. If the connected sums are of type (O + I),
then

Remark. The remarks corresponding to those of Theorem 6. 1 also

hold by Theorem 4. 1 and 5. 1 of [4] (see also p. 731) and by Theorem

3 of [22]. Here, we must put m = 60 if j = 2.

Proof of the theorem. Let (H; 0, a), (H' ; ft ', a') be the invariant

systems of \i=\Bai, \t=iBa
f
t respectively. Then, a, Ot' are homomorphisms

by Lemma 2.1 of [4], and by Proposition 5.1, G(y\) =6QZ. Hence,

quite similarly as in the proof of Theorem 6. 1, we have the theorem.

The facts corresponding to those used in the proof of Theorem 6. 1 are

obtained from [3] and [4] . We must note that the operation of 7T0 (O6)

to 7T7(5O6) is also trivial. In fact, the exact sequence
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7Tfl(SOB) =

shows that i* (f7) — 2d7 up to sign, where Jlt 87 denote the generators of

7T7 (SOs) , 7T7 (SOe) respectively. Let p0 be the non-trivial element of 7T0 (O6) .

Then, 2pQ(81) = pQ(2d7) = pQ(i*Ti) =i*r7 = 287 (Cf. 22.5 of [16]). Hence,

we know that p0(S7) =S7.

Immediately, we have

Corollary 6« 50 The connected sums of type I consisting of k

5-sphere bundles over ^-spheres are classified up to homotopy equiva-
lence as follows :

(i) If k — I, Bc, 0<<£<C30, -where c's are odd integers.

(ii) If £>1, kBl9 kB&, kB5, and kB15.

Here, every characteristic element belongs to Z=n7(SOo).

Corollary 6- 6. The connected sums of type (O + 1) consisting

of k ^-sphere bundles over S-spheres of -which s bundles admit cross-

sections are classified up to homotopy equivalence as follows:

sA^tBi, sA0%tBs, sAQ$tB5, and sAQ%tB15 ,

where AQ is the product bundle S8xS5, s-i-t — k, s, £>0, and the charac-

teristic elements belong to Z=7Z7(SO^).

To complete our cases, we quote the following from [3] and [4],

Theorem 6. 7a Let 72 = 87" +4 O'SjO) . Then, the connected sums

of type I or type (O-fl) consisting of k (n — 1) -sphere bundles over

(?z-f-l) -spheres are unique up to diffeomorphism and can be repre-

sented as

where we assume that each connected sum contains just s bundles

-which admit cross-sections. The characteristic ele7nent
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(0,1) belongs to Z2 + Z2^7t8J+4(5Ov+4) .

Theorem 6.8. The connected sums of type I or type (O + I)

consisting of k (n —2)-sphere bundles over (n +1) -spheres are unique

up to diffeomorphism in the folio-wing cases and can be represented

as follows, where -we assume that each connected sum contains just s

bundles (0<^s<<&) which admit cross-sections:

(i) If n = 8j+4 C/>0), sAQ%tBi, s-\-t = k, where the characteris-

tic element 1 belongs to Z2^nsj+4(SOsj->-i).

(ii) If ;2 = 8; + 5 C/>0), sAofytB^u, sjrt = k, where the charac-

teristic element (0,1) belongs to Z2 + Z2 = nSj-+5 (SO8j+4) .

§ 7. Classification of Connected Sums, the Second Case

In this section, we classify, up to homotopy equivalence, the connected

sums of (72 — 1) -sphere bundles over (?z + l) -spheres of type I or type

(O + I) for n = 8j 0/>0) and the connected sums of (72 — 2) -sphere bun-

dles over (TZ + !) -spheres of type I or type (O + I) for n = 8j (j>0),

8/+1 0>0). If n = 8j 0>0), an (rc —1) -sphere bundle over the (rc + 1)-

sphere admits no cross-section if and only if the characteristic element

is given by (e, 1, <J) e Z2 + Z2 + Z2 = n&J(SO8j). (Cf. [3], (ii) of Lemma 2. 2).

An (n — 2)-sphere bundle over the (7z + l)-sphere (72 = 87 or 8/+1, j>0)

admits no cross-section if and only if the characteristic elemment is

given by (1,5) €EZ2+ Z^7^(50^-0 if n = 8j 0>0), or by (£,!,(?)

eZ2+Z2+Z2^7T8/+1(508,.) if » = 8j + l 0>0). (Cf. [4], (ii), (iii) of

Lemma 2. 2). We keep the notation in the previous section.

For connected sums of type I, we have frequently the following

classification style, which we call the typical classification style in type I:

There are just two bundles Ba, Bb or just four bundles J5a, J3a/, jBb,

and Bb, which have no cross-sections. But, Ba, is diffeomorphic to Ba

and Bb' is diffeomorphic to Bb. Hence, any connected sum consisting of

such k bundles is represented as lBa^mBb (l-\-m = k).

(1) kBa, kBb are independent of the other connected sums up to

diffeomorphism and kBa is not diffeomorphic to kBb.

(2) lBa$mBb, l
fBa$m'Bb, where I, m, I', m' are positive and l-\-m
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— I' + m'^k, are diffeomorphic if and only if 1 = 1' (mod 2) or m = mf

(mod 2).

Hence, as independent representatives of classes classified up to diffeo--

morphism, we can take

(i) kBa,

(ii) kBb,

(iii) (k-l)BjBb (^2),

(iv) (k-2)Ba$2Bb (^3).

In the above, diffeomorphisms are orientation preserving.

Theorem 7. 1. Let n = Sj (j>0). Then, the connected sums of

type I consisting of k (n — 1) -sphere bundles over (n-\-V) -spheres are

classified as follows :

(i) If .7 = 1, such two connected sums are homotopy equivalent

if and only if they are diffeomorphic, and such connected sums are

classified into the typical classification style in type I.

(ii) If j>l, such connected sums are all homotopy equivalent,

and therefore, may be represented as kBa up to homotopy equivalence.

Here, a= (0,1,0), a7 =(1,1,0), i= (0,1,1), and £'-(1,1,1),

-which belong to Z2 + Z2 + Z2 = 7t8j (SO8j) , j>0.

Proof. Since G(^7) = {0} by Proposition 4.2, (i) is obtained from

Theorem 4. 5 of [3] by Corollary 1. 4. Here, we must note that ex-

change of orientation does not affect the classification in Theorem 4. 5 of

[3]. In fact, in a way similar to page 117 of [16], we know that the non-

trivial element pQ of 7T0(O8) operates on 7T8(5O8) as p0(^i) =^i, ^0(^2)

= Vi + v2, Po(v^=vs, where V1 = i7^(po^y u2 = ?°?77 + ^i8^ vz = i%*% and

those are the basis of 7T8 (5O8) = Z2 + Z2 + Z2. (Cf. §2). Hence, - Ba

= Ba>, —Bb=:Bb', but Ba,, BV are orientation preservingly diffeomorphic

to Ba, Bb respectively (Cf. [3] p. 228). Therefore, if j = I, the typical

classification style in type I is independent of the choice of orientation.

(ii) is obtained also from Theorem 4. 5 of [3] by Theorem 1. 2

since G(%y_i) = ((0, 0, 1)) ^Z2 by Proposition 4. 3.

Theorem 7,2, Let n = 8j (j>0). Then, the two connected sums
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of type I consisting of k (n — 2) -sphere bundles over (rc + 1) -spheres

are homotopy equivalent if and only if they are diffeomorphic , and

such connected sums are classified into the typical classification style

of type I, where a =(1,0), £=(1,1) and those belong to Z2+Z2 =

Proof. Since G(^-_2) = {0} by Proposition 5.2, we have the theo-

rem from Theorem 4.3 of [4] by Corollary 1.4. We note that the

operation of 7T0(O8y-i) to %(SOgy_i) is trivial by 22.4 of [16].

Theorem 7.3. Let w = 8; + l Q">0). Then, the connected sums

of type I consisting of k (n — 2) -sphere bundles over (w + 1) -spheres

are classified as follows :

(i) If j — \, such two connected sums are homotopy equivalent

if and only if they are diffeomorphic, and such connected sums are

classified into the typical classification style in type I.

(ii) If j>l, such connected sums are all homotopy equivalent,

and therefore, may be represented as kBa up to homotopy equivalence.

Here, a = (0,1,0), a7 =(1,1,0), i= (0,1,1), and b' = (1, 1, 1) ,

which belong to Z2+ Zz + Z2 = n8j+i(SO8j) , />0.

Proof. Since G(j]^) = {0} by Proposition 5. 3, we know (i) from

Theorem 4.5 of [4] by Corollary 1.4. Here, if J = l, similarly as in the

proof of Theorem 7. 1, exchange of orientation does not affect the typical

classification style in type I. In fact, in a way similar to p. 117 of [16],

we have p0 (w^ = wly p0 ( wz) = wl + wz, and A)(w8)=w8 , where wl =

*V(P°77°tf8), W2 = ?°?7°?78 + 48y> w3 = i%8y. (Cf. §3).

(ii) is obtained from Theorem 4. 5 of [4] by Theorem 1. 2. Since

^-0 = ((0,0,1))^ y>i) by Proposition 5.3.

For connected sums of type (O + I), the classification is a little com-

plicated. We have frequently the following classification style, which

we call the typical classification style in type (O + I) : There are just

two bundles Ba, Bb or just four bundles Ba, Ba>, Bb and B^ which admit

no cross-sections. Ba,, B^ are diffeomorphic to Ba, Bb respectively.
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Hence, any connected sum of type (O + I) consisting of s bundles which

admit cross-sections and t bundles which admit no cross-sections (s-{-t = k,

s, £>0) is represented as

X] =

where each Aa. denotes the bundle which admits a cross-section and has

the characteristic element o^. In our cases (Xi= (<%, Q^2) EEZ2 + Z2 or Oil

= (an, ah*, aw) e Z2+ Z2 + Z2.

(a) If the last component of GLi is zero for z = l, 2, • • • , $ , then ^j

is diffeomorphic to sA0$lBa$mBb, and we have

(1) sA0$tBa, sA0$tBb are independent of the other connected sums

up to diffeomorphism and sA0$tBa is not diffeomorphic to sA0$tBb.

(2) sA0%lBa%mBb, sA^lfBa\m'E^ where /, m, /', m' are positive

and /+ m — lf -\- m! = t, are diffeomorphic if and only if /=/ ' (mod 2) or

m — m' (mod 2) .

(b) If there exists aiy l5^z"<Js, such that the last component of OLi

is not zero, then ^J ^s unique up to diffeomorphism and can be repre-

sented as

where c=(Qy 1) or (0,0,1) according as c belongs to Z2-fZ2 or Z2+Z2

+ Z2. The case (b) is independent of the case (a) up to diffeomorphism.

Hence, as independent representatives of classes classified up to

diffeomorphism, we can take

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv) sA$ (t-2) Bj2Bb

(v) Ac$(s-I)A$tBa.

In the above, diffeomorphisms are orientation preserving.

Theorem 7. 4. Let n = 8j C/>0) . Then, the connected sums of

type (O + I) consisting of k (n — 1) -sphere bundles over (TZ + !) -spheres

of -which s bundles admit cross- sections are classified as follows:

(i) If j — ~L, such t*wo connected sums are homotopy equivalent
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if and only if they are dijfeomorphic , and such connected sums are

classified into the typical classification style in type (O + I).

(ii) ff j^>^9 such connected sums are classified into t-wo classes

up to homotopy equivalence: Let ^ = ̂ t=iAai^lBjtmBb (l-\-m = t = k—s)

be a connected sum of type (O + 1) .

(a) If the last components of at, z = l, 2, • • - , s, are all zero, then

][] is homotopy equivalent to sA$tBa.

(b) If there exists a certain 0,1 such that its last component is

non-zero, then J] is homotopy equivalent to Ac$(s — 1) A0%tBa.

Here, a= (0,1,0), a7 =(1,1,0), 6= (0,1,1), £'=(1,1,1), and c =

(0,0,1), which belong to Z2+Z2+Z2^%(SOV), j>0.

Proof. Since G(^7) =0 by Proposition 4.2, (i) is obtained from

Theorem 5. 4 of [3] by Corollary 1. 4. Here, exchange of orientation

does not affect the typical classification style in type (O + I) as is shown

in the proof of Theorem 7. 1.

Let J>1. By Theorem 5.4 of [3], JJ still has a representation

given by one of (i)-(v) in the typical classification style of type (O + I).

Then, by Proposition 4. 3 and Theorem 1.2, ]T] is orientation preservingly

homotopy equivalent to one of

(a) J2a = s

As is known from the proof of Theorem 5.4 of [3], (a) arises if the

last component of at is zero for £ = 1,2, • • • ,5 , and similarly, (b) arises if

there exists a certain at such that its last component is not zero.

We show that ]T]& is not homotopy equivalent to J]a. Let (H; (ft, OC) ,

(H' ; 07, &') be the invariant systems corresponding to (b) , (a) respec-

tively, and let {u^ • • • , us] e^ • • • , et} , {u{, • - - , us ; e[, • • • , et} be the canonical

bases of H, Hr respectively. Let HQ be the subgroup of H generated

by {ui, • • • , us} . Assume that ^]6 is orientation preservingly homotopy

equivalent to J]a. Then, by Theorem 1. 3 and the remark, there exists an

isomorphism h: H-^H' such that 0 = 07o(AxA), jff = jf f 7oA, and @Q = @'0°h.

Since J(3) and i* : nn (5On_i) — >7Tn (SOn) (n = 8j) are monomorphic by

Lemma 2. 2 and Diagram 1, G(0) =f J | t(Ker J(3)) = {0}. Hence, @Q =
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£o =a'\h(Ho), and therefore, a = a'<>h on HQ. Let pz: n8j(

+ Z2— >Z2 be the projection to the 3rd component, and let <2(3)=£3o#,

a'(3) =£3°a'. Then, those are homomorphisms since dy8j-= (1, 0, 0) by

Lemma 2.1 of [3]. Let /i(^) = £i=i*t«I + E*=i^' • Then, we have

l = a
(3)(^) =a / ( 8 )(A(« l)) =2UA*a/(')(«I) + E'/=i^'(8V/) =0.

This is a contradiction. Hence, there is no orientation preserving homo-

topy equivalence between Ea anc^ X]&-
Furthermore, — ]T]a is orientation preservingly homotopy equivalent

to ZL- ^n fact> since a'(z4) = p*°a'(«J) =0 for &' = !, 2, • • • , 5 and 5, £ are

homotopy invariants, — X!a is represented as — XL — 5^-ott (t^=iS(e^i,^)) .
But, every B(£jiiiSj) is orientation preservingly diffeomorphic to B(0jl>0^ or

^(o.i.i) as is shown in p. 228 of [3]. Hence, we have a representation

— ^2a = sAQ%lBtotit0)$mBtotiti) for certain I, m. Then, this is orientation

preservingly homotopy equivalent to ]T]a as we have seen in the above.

Thus, y\ is not homotopy equivalent to ]T]6. This completes the

proof.

Theorem 7,5, Let n — %j (j>0). Then,, the two connected sums

of type (O + I) consisting of k (n — 2) -sphere bundles over (n + 1)-

spheres of -which s bundles admit cross-sections are homotopy equiva-

lent if and only if they are dijfeomorphic, and such connected sums

are classified into the typical classification style of type (O + I),

-where a =(1,0), £=(1,1), and c=(Q, 1) and those belong to Z2+Z2

Proof. Since G(^gy_2) = {0} by Proposition 5.2, we have the theo-

rem from Theorem 5. 3 of [4] by Corollary 1. 4. Here, the operation

of ^(CVO to TTsX-SOay-O is trivial by 22.4 of [16].

Theorem 7.6. Let n = 8j+l 0/>0). Then, the connected sums

of type (O + I) consisting of k (n — 2) -sphere bundles over (n + 1)-

spheres of *which s bundles admit cross-sections are classified as

follows:

(i) If j = l, such t-wo connected sums are homotopy equivalent

if and only if they are diffeomorphic, and such connected sums are
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classified into the typical classification style in type (O + I).

(ii) If j>l, such connected sums are classified into two classes

up to homotopy equivalence: Let ^ = %l=iAa.%lBa$rnBb(l-\-m= t = k-—s)

be a connected sum of type (O + I).

(a) If the last components of aiy z" = l, 2, • • • , s, are all zero, then

]T] is homotopy equivalent to sA$tBa.

(b) If there exists a certain OLi such that its last component is

non-zero, then ]T] is homotopy equivalent to Ac% (s — 1) A0%tBa.

Here, a= (0,1,0), a' =(1,1,0), 6= (0,1,1), *'=(!, 1,1), and c

= (0,0,1), which belong to Z2 + Z2 + Z2 = n8J+1(SO8j) , j>0.

Proof. The proof is quite similar to that of Theorem 7. 4. The

operation of 7T0 (O8) to 7T9 (SO$) does not affect the typical classification

style in type (O + I) as is seen in the proof of Theorem 7.3. Hence,

by Proposition 5. 3, we have (i) . Other corresponding facts in the proof

are given by Lemma 3. 2, Diagram 2 in Section 3, and Lemma 2. 1,

Theorem 5. 5 of [4] .
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